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Summary

The evolution of cartography from map production into the field that provides adequate visualized spatial information in order to support spatial decision making is presented, with the influences of information theory, the digital revolution, scientific visualization and the information explosion on the World Wide Web taken into account. The scientific aspirations of the field were promoted through psychophysical studies and feedback approaches that learnt the effects of different representation modes. As is the case in all mapping sciences, there is an increased tendency, because of automation of techniques, to shift attention from map production proper to geo-information management. The cartographers’ traditional preoccupation with data quality has prepared them adequately for serving users’ needs in the current and future spatial decision making processes aimed at preserving the sustainable development of our planet.

1. Introduction: Formalistic and Communication Approaches in Cartography

Cartography used to be considered as the science of preparing all kinds of maps and charts, including every operation from original surveys to final printing of copies (United Nations 1949). Nowadays we would regard this as a definition for the mapping
sciences that also include Surveying, Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing next to cartography.

The scientific challenge in those days used to exist in the selection of proper symbols and colors for specific map themes. Effectiveness rarely entered into the deliberations, and it can be said that cartography’s approach used to be formalistic. The theoretical literature, primarily German (Eckert, Die Kartenwissenschaft; Arnberger, Handbuch der thematischen Kartographie; Witt, Thematische Kartographie) supported that approach. Only with the publication of Jacques Bertin’s Sémiologie graphique in 1967 a new approach was heralded, which took the effects of the graphical signs into account, especially their role in visualizing relationships between map symbols, or between geographical objects in reality. A correct graphical representation of spatial reality came to be understood as a representation that conveyed the correct ideas about reality to the map-reader. And this goal could be reached by adhering to the graphical grammar developed by Bertin. It was in these days that cartography came to be understood not only as production of maps but as map use as well. The definition of the International Cartographic Association came to be: Cartography is the science, art and technology of producing maps as well as their study as scientific documents and works of art (ICA 1973).

Due to the informatics approach in the United States, primarily conceived in the 1950s for optimizing telephone communication, cartography came to be regarded there as communicating spatial information by means of maps. Terminology and concepts, such as noise, senders and receivers, came to be introduced, as was redundancy, needed to get across a telephone message, as there was an inevitable loss of data during the communication process. However, in the end it was realized that cartography did not fit this communication model. By mapping a phenomenon extra information is generated, because it is put in a spatial context. Generalization on the one hand diminishes the amount of data, but on the other presents new, more overall patterns and trends, hitherto hidden. Moreover, more than optical legibility was needed for getting a cartographical message across.

The communication approach was essential for the further development of the subject, however: it gradually dawned upon the cartographic community that maps were just a means, and not the final aim of cartography. These views had first been aired in 1967, by Christopher Board, and the impact and geographic course of the communication approach thus started can be superbly followed in the International Cartographic Yearbook - by looking at the year and geographical origins of the contributions on the communication theme. Board's Maps as Models (1967) was published in the midst of the quantitative revolution in Geography. Board had been influenced by communication models from Information (Systems) Theory (Shannon and Weaver 1949), which had a linear, one-dimensional approach to the process of information transfer. He transformed this linear model used in Information Theory to a circular one, at about the same time (1969) that Kolacny in Czechoslovakia developed a similar feedback view of the cartographic communication process. This feedback model was what really got cartographic research going beyond simple psychophysical studies.
Figure 1: Model of cartography as a feedback view of the cartographic communication process, based on Kolacny and Board.

So it was through the influence of Board and Kolacny that cartographers began to view maps as means of spatial information transfer instead of as an end product. The central tenet was, from then onwards: how to get geographical information to the user in the visualized form he or she needed. A major research effort was started in order to answer this question, but useful results only came in after the circular cartographic communication model was modified by Muehrcke (1972) into a practical, restricted structure which viewed cartographic communication as a series of transformation processes, whose starting point was not provided by an intangible mass of spatial knowledge but just by the raw data used for the map.

2. Mapping as a Value-Adding Process/Cognitive Reactions

The terminology introduced by the Information Theory approach was adopted in cartographic communication, even though it was realized that no such thing as linear communication existed in cartography, and even though in most forms of communication it was realized that feedback, as a way to introduce learning into the system, should be accounted for. The first point was made by both Salishchev and Bertin. Salishchev (1978) himself was a partisan of the cognitive approach to cartography, which implied that during the mapping process information was actually added. Bertin showed that communication through maps was not a linear but at least two-dimensional process, and that the concept of information loss during communication and its compensation through redundancy actually did not apply to maps. Getting there by other routes than Salishchev did, Bertin also emphasized the
added value concept of maps. The concept that mapping puts information in a spatial perspective and so makes hidden patterns visible and unveils relationships, this whole added value concept which is linked to mapping is alien to Information Theory. As a matter of fact all major steps in cartographic visualization add value to the information: they characterize, make visible, legible, understandable and accessible.

The added value concept of cartography also has to do with art. In the 1970s, in the rush to get Cartography recognized as a science in its own right, cartographers tried to do away with art. But insofar as art leads us to view the essentials -- of a person's character, of a landscape, of a relation between persons or objects -- it is similar and related to cartography, which tries to convey the essential aspects of spatial distributions through optimal classification systems, generalization, scale selection, etc. Just as a portrait painter would try to get to know the person he or she is going to paint beforehand, so a cartographer should analyze the essential characteristics of the theme, in order to highlight the most important aspects and organize the various levels of information hierarchically on a number of visual planes, in accordance with their relative importance. In this way they would adapt the graphical priority (through applying the necessary contrast) to the message priority. This is why the cartographer cannot be satisfied with the role (usually assigned to him by others in the surveying and mapping field) of merely tidying up the graphical image, but should analyze the information contents of the message first.

The communication approach allowed cartographers to test whether the output (information received by the map readers) equaled the input (raw data processed into the map). The success of a map came to be regarded in terms of the percentage of overlap between input and output. The goal of cartography according to the communication approach came to be the maximizing of this overlap (see model in figure 1). Otherwise this approach put the cartographer in the role of communicating, passing on, spatial information, without much creative input. The cognitive approach put it that cartography was the process of getting to know reality by mapping (as a form of modeling) it. By modeling reality, comparing the model against reality and checking and fine-tuning it, one gets to know reality.

3. Digital Conceptual Influences

It should be understood that without the digital revolution the modification in cartography's goals from map production to spatial information transfer could never have been implemented. It would have been practically impossible to produce customized maps, to experiment with design issues (projections, classification systems, map types, colors or shading patterns), or to experiment with map contents without the help of digital means, that provided the necessary speed. The only exception to the impossibility of providing customized maps before the digital revolution was provided by the Tripticks of the American Automobile Association and its European sister societies, which bundled route segment descriptions into customized route guides for their tourist members. The texts for these descriptions were stored in an analogue database, a sort of manual GIS, and the relevant maps were added to this GIS by pasting them in. But in the overall development this AAA initiative merely is an anecdote: It should be borne in mind that the communication revolution was followed by an
automation or digital revolution, and this one separated the two functions of maps that had been combined since the inception of mapping, that is those of storage and display. This had tremendous implications for map design, as it allowed for the on-line production of customized maps from a database, by the combination of those information layers that were deemed necessary for a particular task for a particular client (group), to be used under given conditions.

A good example of the contribution by the computer can be shown by the electronic chart. Nautical charts have never been outstanding means of information transfer, because so much data had to be stored in them, even though they were part of an information system that also consisted of Notices to Mariners, Sea Current Almanacs, Tidal Tables, etc. Information on directions of lights, on shoals, and other hazards, soundings, rights of way, had to be combined with shoreline data, and this made them too complex, really, to be compared with other navigational aids such as radar or coastal outlines. Nowadays, in an electronic environment, the pilot can select those layers he is interested in (e.g. only soundings or only isobaths, or only those areas too shallow for his craft highlighted), can have his ship's position indicated on the electronic map, and can even have the radar image superimposed over the map, so that not only his own but other ships' positions will be rendered in overlay on the map. See figure 2.

Now, as from 1985 onwards, the storage function could be played by the digital files from which, based on the specific application of demand, a selection could be presented, answering these requirements. Customized maps could be made, instead of general maps that had to answer all kinds of requirements. The computer also allowed for new visualizing techniques. Since the 1840s, really, no new types of cartographical representation had been developed until the advent of the computer. All map types known were in existence by then already. But due to the computer, the regular production of animations and 3D representations became economically possible, and the map got additional function, that is of exploration. Researchers that wanted to get insight in the hidden patterns in spatial distributions mapped them with different techniques, transformed them, changed classification methods, colors, exaggerated dimensions, changed aggregation levels, until some meaningful relationships emerged. This new approach to cartography can be termed visualization cartography, as opposed to communication cartography. For the first, no grammar exists as yet.

Finally, our view of cartography is affected again by the information explosion since 1995, when the World Wide Web and Internet emerged. Spatial information is available everywhere around us, to be reached via the web (Kraak and Brown, 2000). Maps, plans, satellite images can be downloaded, frequently free. The role of the cartographer changes and consists now also of showing the spatial information available to us, and how to adjust it so that it can support our spatial decision making processes. Because of this the definition of cartography can be reformulated again; cartography is making spatial information available, adjusting it to specific uses and communicating it, stressing visualization and interaction, adjusted to solving spatial queries and problems.
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